Simulation of motion on the skin. I. Receptive fields and temporal frequency coding by cutaneous mechanoreceptors of OPTACON pulses delivered to the hand.
1. Tactile discrimination of form requires motion of the hand across the object scanned. To dissociate lateral distortion of the skin from neuronal processing mechanisms involving multiple receptor classes and parallel central networks, we have simulated motion of bar patterns across the fingers and palm by the use of a computer-controlled grid of sequentially activated probes (OPTACON stimulator). Horizontal bar patterns have been swept across the hand at speeds of 30-120 mm/s to quantitatively characterize responses of cutaneous mechanoreceptive afferents recorded in the median and ulnar nerves. 2. Mechanoreceptors with phasic responses to pressure are activated by spatial patterns on the OPTACON, whereas those with tonic pressure responses are not; moving-bar patterns strongly excite both Meissner's afferents [rapidly adapting (RA) mechanoreceptors] and Pacinian corpuscles (PCs) but fail to excite slowly adapting (SA) afferents. OPTACON-type stimulators thus allow selective activation of phasic mechanoreceptor channels with spatially complex stimuli. 3. RA afferents respond in an all-or-none fashion to activation of two to five adjacent rows spanning 1-5 mm on the finger, with nearly identical latencies on all trials; response profiles are remarkable for their regularity and reproducibility. PCs have larger fields (4-13 rows) and stronger but more irregular responses than RAs. 4. Uniform sensitivity throughout the receptive field is a consistent feature of RA responses. Individual mechanoreceptor terminals appear to have equal access to the spike initiation zone and provide the same amplitude input as the fiber discharges 1 spike/pulse at each field location in 75% of the RAs tested. Uniform sensitivity allows each afferent to transmit a repetitive signal of the parameter of interest such as object speed, contour, or texture. 5. One-quarter of RAs fire two spikes to probe indentation and retraction at the field center. Such graded responses are usually observed in only one direction of motion, reflecting a preferred sequence of receptor activation rather than a specific location on the skin. PCs fire bursts of two to four spikes throughout most of their receptive fields; sensitivity is broadly distributed rather than peaked. Thus phasic mechanoreceptors fail to provide a precise signal of stimulus location; localization at the level of individual papillary ridges appears to be signaled by a population mechanism involving unique combinations of RA, SA, and PC afferents.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)